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Such a delicate problem as radicalisa on has invited quite an impressive inﬂa on in
the number of literature and policy papers zeroing in on the subject, and this has le
one with narrow space to manoeuvre without repea ng what has already been
asserted before. Scholars and policymakers have proposed solu ons to contain and
cease radicalisa on through the lenses of educa on, poli cal par cipa on, social and
psychological approaches, and even economic empowerment. Experts, in return, have
capitalised on these contribu ons to devise holis c counter-radicalisa on (CR) and deradicalisa on (DR) programmes.
Unfortunately, the inﬂa on in radicalisa on literature is quite parallel to the
exponen al rise of radicals in various parts of the world, especially as triggered by the
trending jihadi radical group of the day — the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS, also
referred to as Daesh).
For instance, more than 500 na onals from Indonesia and Britain have ﬂocked to Iraq
and Syria to pledge service to the radical group. The Malaysian authori es have
arrested some 107 individuals who are associated with the same group,i while fear is
amoun ng in Australia over the ever-present possibility of lone wolf a acks. In fact,
the progress of radicalisa on has rapidly accelerated to the point where the head of
the Australian Security Intelligence Organisa on claimed that one could turn into a
radical within mere weeks. ii
We are, therefore, racing against me to slow down the rapid duplica on of the
number of radicals. Various CR and DR programmes have been introduced to reduce
this stratospheric ﬁgure or, failing to accomplish that, to prevent more individuals
from joining the dreaded ranks of radical groups.
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ASIO director-general Duncan Lewis wants families to keep an eye out for
radicalisa on of teenagers. Photo: Andrew Meares

However, it is the conten on of this paper that despite the large number of radicals
worldwide — which we must stop before they cross to the violent extremists’ side —
we must not leave poten ally radicalised individuals (PRIs) out of our concern.
PRIs are essen ally groups of individuals who are vulnerable to the allure of radical
ideology, thus could poten ally graduate into fully-realised radicals. As a whole, they
become the ample reserve of would-be radicals who may pose security threats on the
morrow, replacing the current genera on of radicals once their numbers dwindle.
Unless we address their side of the problem, CR and DR programmes would essen ally
go down in history as interminable projects, never to complete.
Our primary concern with PRIs is their sheer numbers. Technically, anyone without a
suﬃcient degree of resistance against the pull of radical groups — whether it be
religious convic on, ra onale, personal-emo onal bond, or poli cal sa sfac on —
could become radicalised.
This paper addresses three proposed proﬁles of PRIs.
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39 per cent of
the Malaysian
Muslims
surveyed
believed that
violence can be
justified against
enemies of
Islam.
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First, PRIs could materialise in the shape of individuals who do not hold radical views
yet, but ﬁnd themselves sympathe c or agreeing to the cause or methods of a violent
extremist group’s campaign. Such individuals would object to being labelled as one of
the radicals because they have yet to fully approve the ac vity of violent extremists
like Daesh, but among the three types discussed here, they are the closest to being
full-ﬂedged radicals.
Certain quarters of the Muslim community in Malaysia appear as a good example of
this ﬁrst group. The 2013 Pew Global A tudes Survey discovered that “essen ally 39
per cent of the Malaysian Muslims surveyed believed that violence can be jus ﬁed
against enemies of Islam.”iii If we juxtapose this ﬁgure to the current global terrorism
aﬀairs, then we could ascertain that 39 per cent of Malaysian Muslims are likely to
approve the relentless bloodle ng campaign that Daesh is currently engaging in.
Given the right circumstances, and without suﬃcient interven on from peers, this ﬁrst
group are at great risk of “gradua ng” into actual radicals. If such is the case, then
they are only steps away from becoming violent extremists.
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The second group consists of individuals who lack suﬃcient capacity, or defence
mechanisms, to repel the en cement of radical groups. These people may hold an
opposing stance against radical groups or even disregard the whole issue, but they
remain poten al, easy vic ms to radical recruitment. This is because they either fail or
are unable to perceive radical inﬂuences as a threat to their lives and others.
Some may follow and hold opposing views towards the brutal conduct of Daesh and its
associates, but only because such views seem to be the norm of the day. Others may
denounce Daesh and its like, due to pressure from their social groups or religious
community, while others mask their inability or unwillingness to confront diﬃcult
ques ons posed on the topic. They appear as part of the “mainstream” community
who renounce radical and extremist groups.
These individuals are easy vic ms of radical recruiters. Their weak intellectual and
religious understanding — depending on which card the radicals are playing — could
easily be broken and exploited by the radicals before being swayed into accep ng the
la er’s ideology and agenda.
The third group of the PRIs comprises those marginalised from the wider society.
Iden ﬁed not by their feeble ra onale stance or religious understanding, the ﬁnal
group’s weakest link is their inability to sustain stable personal emo onal bonds with
their social surroundings, resul ng in their low self-esteem, life dissa sfac on, and
gloomy worldview.
There are mul ple types of emo onal agonies that could severely aﬀect one’s social
rela onship. It could be the loss of someone close, the failure to establish posi ve
rela ons with peers, the rebuﬀ by society, the absence of apprecia on from others,
and many more. When society at large fails to integrate individuals with such personalemo onal issues, chances are that these individuals would erect an invisible barrier
between themselves and the rest of society. Not only do they start retrac ng
themselves from public life at this juncture, they will also gradually become apathe c
towards society due to broken social linkages.

An ISIS propaganda video purpor ng to show the execu on of 21 Egyp an Chris ans in Libya.
Photo: Rex Features
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Radicals prey with ease on individuals in such self or socially imposed isola on.
Perpetrators gain the a en on of those who feel le out by exploi ng their fragile
emo onal state and give them a chance to ﬁnd a new purpose in life and leave an
impact in history. Such predatory tac cs have been likened to the prac ce of sexual
grooming in the streets of the United Kingdom, whereby perpetrators target
disenfranchised individuals in a one-on-one se ng as opposed to preaching radical
messages to a group of people all at once. iv
Considering that PRIs fall outside the scope of CR and DR programmes — which
exclusively deal with fully-realised radicals — what are their op ons to protect
themselves from radical inﬂuences?
Tossing all the blame to radical preachers without cri cally ques oning the capacity of
the receiver seems incoherent in the dynamics of human communica on. It is already
acknowledged in so many other pla orms that radical preachers, with their decep on
and incep on-like strategy, have an over-the-top capability to seduce vic ms to join
their side. However, to suggest that receivers do not have the ability to resist such
allure sounds almost intellectually disrespec ul on our part.

Each individual
must identify
their weak points
and concentrate
on building
strong defence
mechanisms to
guard against
being exploited
by radicals.

I opine that PRIs must erect a ﬁrst-degree protec on against the inﬂuence of
radicalisa on. Each individual must iden fy their weak points and concentrate on
building strong defence mechanisms to guard against being exploited by radicals.
Weak points could be manifest in one’s cogni on and intellect, religious beliefs, or
emo onal state; these vary among individuals but are suscep ble to the radicals’
inﬂuence nonetheless. Engaging in cri cal discussions, expanding one’s worldview,
enriching oneself with non-dogma c religious understanding, and establishing healthy
emo onal connec ons, are among the ﬁrst steps in obtaining this highly-personalised
defence mechanism.
Genera ng personal willingness to oppose radical ideology is another issue altogether.
This is especially diﬃcult if one maintains the percep on that radical groups are an
insigniﬁcant threat to one’s life.
A way to solve this is through the employment of intellectually generated “us versus
them” mentality. It is pointless to convince anyone to denounce radicals if they do not
see the la er as “the harmful other group”, who pose not only challenges to security
but also to the integrity of one’s iden ty.
Similar to the ﬁrst-degree protec on, each individual needs to dive into their deep
personal state to ascertain which aspect of their iden ty is incompa ble to radical
ideas.
For na onalists, this could be their na onal iden ty. They may arrive at the conclusion
that a radical proposi on contradicts the prevailing collec ve na onal integrity,
aspira on and tradi on. A Malaysian, for example, could say that Daesh imposes
severe discord to the social integrity of the Malaysian community as it alienates fellow
Malaysians from the rest of the society by recrui ng them into a notorious death-cult
that aims to inﬂict harm on the very society they originate from. If we upgrade this
discussion onto the na on-state level, one could conclude that radicals project
security and structural challenges to the state through their violent ac vi es and
spread of radical messages that undermine the state’s sacred ideologies and
construct. This situa on has propelled countries like Indonesia to vigorously
reintroduce their na onal ideology — Pancasila — into public space as a counternarra ve against radical groups.
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The religious community may posit that religiously inspired radical groups adopt a
perverted version of sacred teachings, which are liberally concocted to serve some
divorced-from-religion ends. A religious person needs to ascertain and prove the
intellectual fallacy of the radicals’ religious claims to alienate the la er’s teachings
from the mainstream religious grouping which denounces radicalism and violent
extremism. Daesh, for instance, has been exposed by many thinkers as merely a
violence-loving group who cover their poli cal, ﬁnancial, and other “secular” goals
with carefully constructed religious fervour.v From there, one must work out an
eﬀec ve counter-narra ve that can invalidate their twisted campaign and cause. This
counter-narra ve must be substan ally supported by religious texts and intellectual
understanding of the religion to maintain its credibility in the eyes of the public.
Those who do not subscribe to the above two categories may simply invoke the spirit
of humanity and moral life to a ain substan al reason to condemn radical
movements. The barbaric methods of radical groups should suﬃce as the dividing
factor between them and individuals who lead life based on respect for each other,
compassion, virtuous character, and staunch support for the preserva on of life as
well as dignity. Morality serves as a more intrinsic iden ty that is not developed by
subscribing to external constructs, like na onality or religion, but one that is built-in
within everyone’s system. By that standard, humans at large, including PRIs, have an
inherent element at their disposal to brand violence-loving radical groups as an outgroup.
This paper has an unconven onal take on radicalisa on. It postulates the need to
address the current state of rising number of radicalised people by including PRIs in
our assessment as well as emphasises the need to direct analy cal focus down to the
individual level. Some might ﬁnd the argument to take PRIs into wider counterradicalisa on strategy as counter-produc ve for it expands the scope of the target to
well beyond anyone’s capacity to accommodate. However, I am of the view that for
each PRI who we engage with today, there will be one less radical or terrorist that our
security apparatus must deal with in the future. While the discussion presented above
is in no way exhaus ve, it sets up a stable pla orm to kick-oﬀ deeper analysis in a nonmainstream direc on.
_________________________
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